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Peppermints & Presents by Bonnie Sullivan
featuring the Snowdays Flannel Collection by Bonnie Sullivan
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4. Randomly sew the present blocks together into 5 rows that are 7 present blocks long. 
***Notice that the packages are tilted in different directions (right and left) and the 
angles can be slightly different as well for more of a tossed look. 
5. Sew the 10 - 2 1/2” strips of candy cane stripe into one long strip taking care to match up the
diagonal strips on the seam. Cut the long strip into 6 - 63 1/2” lengths. To complete the quilt top, 
sew the rows of presents together alternately with rows of candy cane stripes as shown below.
6.6. Quilt as desired and bind. 

Peppermints and Presents (pg 2)
Peppermints and Presents (pg 1)                                Bonnie Sullivan ©2021
Finished size: 58” x 64”
Fabric and Cutting Directions:
 4 3/8 yards of F18506-EW (cream with white polka dots)
  Cut 16 - 5 1/2” strips across width of fabric. Cut 5 1/2” strips into 70 - 5 1/2” x 5 1/4” pieces and
   70 - 5 1/2” x 4” pieces. 
    Cut 3 - 5 1/4“ strips across width of fabric. Cut 5 1/4” strips into 35 - 5 1/4“ x 3 1/2” pieces.
  Cut 12 - 3 3/4” strips across width of fabric. Cut 3 3/4” strips into 35 - 3 3/4” x 13 1/2” pieces.
 7/8 yard of F9937-R (red candy cane stripe)
  Cut 10 - 2 1/2” strips across width of fabric. 
 A fat quarter of each of the following: F9933-G (scattered snowman hats on green), F9933-R
 (scattered snowman hats on red), F9934-R (scattered ornaments on red), F9938-G (snowflakes on
 green), F9938-R (snowflakes on red), F9935-G (holly on green), and F9935-R (snowflakes on red).
    From each fat quarter cut: 10 - 3” x 5 1/2” pieces 
   for packages, 5 - 1 1/2” x 5 1/2” pieces for ribbons, 
   and 10 - 2” squares for bows as shown to the right. 
   Draw a diagonal line on the back of the 
   2 1/2” squares.
 1/2 yard of F (red peppermints) for binding.
 3 1/2 yards of backing flannel.

Assembly Directions:Assembly Directions: (1/4” seam allowance)
1.  Use 2 - 2” squares of the same fabric (with drawn
diagonal lines on back) to snowball off the corners of a
3 1/2” x 5 1/4” cream 
rectangle. Repeat to 
make 5 ‘bows‛ in each 
of the 7 fabrics for a
total of 35.total of 35.
2. Make 35 presents
by piecing together 2 matching 3” x 5 1/2” rectangles with 
a different 1 1/2” x 5 1/2” strip as shown to the right.
3. Sew blocks together as shown below. Blocks should 
measure 13 1/2” x 13 1/2”. Now, arrange the blocks in 
the order you want so that you have 5 rows of 7 packages each. It‛s important to arrange the
presents in the order you like so that you know what direction to cut each (see full quilt illustration).presents in the order you like so that you know what direction to cut each (see full quilt illustration).
Using a 9 1/2” square ruler, cut out the present blocks at a random angle as shown below ***. 

***Notice that the angle changes (right or left) on every other block to achieve the tossed
look (see full quilt illustration). 
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